Abstract. Some aspects of our experience in integrating CAS Derive into undergraduate mathematics education are represented. The emphases is on how tools like computer algebra systems could be converted into mathematical instruments to strengthen a traditional methodology of teaching mathematics. To illustrate our experience selected topics and examples in Calculus that make use of CAS Derive are considered.
Introduction
The technological abundance in the twenty-first century makes the introduction of new tools into the university mathematics education natural and inevitable. Nowadays no self-respecting university lacks a computer supported teaching and learning environment.
Choosing appropriate tools is an important question because human activity depends on the environment. Converting tools into effectively integreable instruments is another real question [3] . Either of these questions allows universities and teachers to make various admissable decisions conditioned by different factors such as educational goals, priorities and limitations.
As for computer algebra systems (CAS) their great power and potential are "addressed" to mathematics teachers' creativity and sense of novelty. The ever-seeking man's spirit has to be appreciated for designing and developing one of the most challenging tools we have ever had for doing mathematics. However, the implemented symbols, notations, functions and terminology in Mathematics cannot help to automatically transfer mathematical knowledge to learners and enhance their feeling for Mathematics. Like any other technological tool CAS need a professional attitude to be taken to. Methodological principles and teachers' capabilities to put these principles into practice in a CAS supported environment can give CAS vitality.
Tradition and Technology
(or: Challenges and Concerns)
Traditional mathematics education in Bulgaria, as a whole, has proved to be successful. Understandably, we, Bulgarian mathematics teachers, have respect for our tradition and predecessors. But we are keen to exploit technology and to be good successors as well.
On the one hand, good tradition makes us feel free to develop it in ways enabling it to go through technology. On the other hand, it has to be our concern that the impact of technology not turn into "Deep impact" (American movie, 1998; "deep" has been translated as "lethal" or "fatal"), that is, the impact should by no means result in damaging a good system and replacing an effective methodology by a pseudo-methodology.
The engineering students at the Technical University of Sofia are prepared in mathematics by four service courses called Mathematica 1, 2, 3 and 4. Calculus is a major part of mathematics needed by engineers.
In 1996 I did my own investigations about possible applications of CAS Derive (DOS version) in my teaching and found that it closely corresponded to my understanding of the need for software-related curricula in undergraduate mathematics for non-mathematics students. As the work of practicing engineers is dominated by computers and software tools we decided to start with integration of Derive into the teaching and learning of calculus. Our decision was aimed at equipping from an early stage undergraduate students to meet the challenges of the digital world.
Derive was initially introduced at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering during the academic year 1997/98. Until then we had only traditional classroom-delivered undergraduate mathematics courses; software packages like Maple, Mathematica, Matlab had not been used for undergraduate teaching.
Why Is Mathematics Service Teaching Hard and Challenging?
Mathematics service courses are designed for and taught to non-mathematics students, that is students who, in general, are not going to become mathematicians. What is specific in the teaching of such courses is that mathematics is to be considered and taught as a tool, not as a goal. Although the subject matter (mathematics) is the same, the goals of learning are different and different kinds of activity are appropriate.
Therefore, the mathematics teachers involved are not supposed to teach mathematics in the way they have been taught. Moreover, they have to help students learn how to implement mathematics in achieving their own goals. Experienced teachers know that both are neither trivial, nor easy tasks. Above all, the teachers are expected to effectively use technology supported learning environments for their courses.
The Key Role Of The Activity "Problem Solving"
(In A Successful Mathematics Service Teaching)
To "know something" means to be able to apply it where and when necessary. Otherwise, we could call such knowledge "futile knowledge"; the learning of it appears to be "learning in vain" instead of "learning for knowing". "Apply" is to be understood in a broad sense.
For the student to learn mathematics knowledge and develop an ability to apply this knowledge, it is necessary that s/he become good in the basic activity in mathematics education, known as "Problem Solving". Faced with the reduction of class time for lecturing, teachers have to put more emphasis on this activity. This activity gives the student some quiet time for reflection on the material in question and shows up the student weaknesses in her/his thinking which s/he may remedy. In the process of solving problems, students' understanding itself undergo further development.
By watching students' work in classes and laboratories the teacher can see: the kind of material they can go into, the sort of components they pick up or don't pick up, their mathematical ideas and interpretation skills. Thus, the teacher can observe the "trajectory of the student's knowledge/learning" and provide an appropriate support at the right moment to help students make progress [2] .
The role of the teacher in this activity is most important for the student's confidence in and satisfaction of doing mathematics. Any failure of the teacher in this activity can put students off mathematics for life. On the contrary, a successful activity will create an atmosphere where students could develop 'a life-long love' for mathematics.
How CAS can contribute to enhance mathematics service teaching?
A Bulgarian Experience With CAS Derive (or: A Dynamic Unity Of Tradition And Technology)
In the beginning we were really not too sure how Derive could support and enhance our teaching. What was sure is that teachers and students felt inspired by the broad range of opportunities to create a new learning environment. It was our aim to find a way of fully exploiting CAS potential to serve mathematics education with maximum benefit and minimum complications arising from its application.
The Derive approaches we have developed for the teaching and learning of some basic topics in mathematics have been published in a few papers [6 -10 ] . As the tool prints its mark on the subject, we have been developing the activities within the potential and limitations of the Derive version in use. With the course of time we have accumulated experience in making better use of the advantages of Derive. What actually happens when using CAS is described in a paraphrase of the saying about the scalpel and the surgeon: "Far from investing the world with his vision, the computer user is mastered by his tool" [4] .
Our strategy of integrating CAS is based on general methodological principles of: systematization and consistency of subject content, accessibility, visualization, personalization, and students' conscious involvement in learning.
There are three problems to address: 1) to select topics, questions and problems suitable for a CAS-supported environment; 2) to find a good balance between the work done by classical paper-and-pencil methods and those which use CAS; 3) to find an effective combination of traditional teaching-learning processes and the process of doing and learning mathematics in a CAS environment.
To overcome some limitations of traditional modes of teaching and learning, we use Derive to help students go into deeper understanding of:
• topics where graphics displays facilitate the learning process;
• newly introduced concepts having multiple use in later sections of mathematics courses; Figure 1 • difficult to master topics where conceptual prototypes enhance the teaching and learning.
As the concept of function is the key concept in calculus, computer class sessions involve activities related to it. Below are some basic activities that we carry out with application of Derive:
(1) The relationship between the behaviour of the graph of a function and the signs of its first and second derivatives [7] (Fig.1) . (2) The concept of approximation in various contexts: Taylor/Maclaurin series; polynomial approximation of a function (Fig.2,3 ,4,5); approximate analytical and numerical solution of ordinary differential equations (ODE); approximate root of an equation; numerical integration. (3) Definite integral: properties; application. (4) Double integral: outer and inner limits of integration; application [9] . (5) Functions of two variables: critical points and their nature [8] ; types of limits [6] -the distinctions between necessary condition, sufficient condition, necessary and sufficient condition. (6) First order ODE: general (exact) solution; approximate analytical solutions; numerical solution [10] .
In the activity presented in Figure 1 , a student's work is reduced to straightforward commands of DERIVE. Through experimentation s/he could re-invent a new portion of knowledge. The following questions have been posed by the teacher:
(a) Formulate a general statement about the relation between the behaviour of a function and the signs of its first and second derivative.
(b) Determine geometrically the intervals where the function under consideration is increasing/decreasing, covex/concave; the points of maximum or minimum, the points of inflection. To confirm your results use Derive and refer to your answer of (a). The activity with application of Derive in learning the newly introduced concepts of Taylor/Maclaurin polynomial approximation, remainder of a series, and error of approximation have been carried out as shown in Figures 2, 3, 4 , 5 and 6. The work in Figure 2 aims at a student's conceptual understanding of the new mathematical object, namely Taylor polynomials. Other questions posed by the teacher are inserted into the worksheets. In Figure 5 the "reverse" question to those in Figure 3 has been especially designed to point out the necessity of reflecting on results obtained (or of controlling the work done) by CAS. The Russian proverb "Trust but Check Up/Verify" proved to be useful in doing mathematics with CAS. Question 4 in Figure 5 cannot be solved analytically. The graphical opportunities of CAS make this additional activity possible.
Our experience in combining traditional and CAS supported approaches to teaching other topics in calculus are represented in [6 -10] .
More of Problem Solving
Problem solving could aim at achieving some mathematics learning objectives or at obtaining only the solution needed for solving other problems. In the latter case the computer can be used as a problem solver. In the first case a series of related problems progressing in difficulty has to be constructed.
The increased use of technology and the increased demand of online delivery of courses [5] make important the ever-present question "HOW to solve problems?". The general answer should be "NOT just ANYHOW". With or without technology general principles have to be observed [2] :
• the process of solving must be clear, exact and concise;
